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SUMMARY
Archaeological fieldwork was carried out at Corhampton Lane Farm,
Corhampton, as part of the community-based Meon Valley Archaeology and
Heritage Group programme of geophysical surveys. The site mainly occupies a
triangular-shaped field from which metal-detected finds and crop and soil
marks strongly indicated the presence of archaeological remains. The
fieldwork had the aim of establishing the presence and nature of these
features. Two smaller surveys were also undertaken: over an adjacent paddock
and in a neighbouring field. Geophysical survey identified a large number of
anomalies, which probably attest to a multi-period settlement site. A metaldetector survey accompanied the geophysics and recovered a collection of
finds, which included coins and a brooch of Roman date.
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INTRODUCTION
Archaeological fieldwork was carried out at Corhampton Lane Farm,
Corhampton, Hampshire, (centred on SU 598 200, Figure 1, site code CLF16), as
part of the community-based Meon Valley Archaeology and Heritage Group
programme of geophysical surveys. The main surveys took place over a roughly
triangular-shaped field, known as Front Pasture, aligned north-south and which
gently slopes from 105m OD (western edge) to 90m OD (eastern edge). It is
currently given over to pasture. To the north the field is bounded by the B3035,
while a mixture of hedges and trees define its limits on the other two sides.
Small surveys were also undertaken over the area of a paddock, once part of
Corhampton Lane Farm, and also over a small area of the field lying directly to
the west of Front Pasture (hereafter the Extension). The three areas are
collectively known as The Site.
Over the years, metal-detectorists have recovered a large assemblage of finds
from Front Pasture and although they range in date from the Iron Age to
modern periods, the majority are Romano-British. The importance of the field
was further demonstrated by aerial photography, which revealed crop marks
including part of a sub-circular feature (Fig. 2), while a photograph taken from
the top of the valley revealed a ‘banjo-shaped’ soil mark (Fig. 3). Based on this
evidence it was decided to undertake a joint geophysical and metal-detecting
survey of the field. Geophysical prospection consisted of resistivity and
magnetometry and both detected a range of anomalies that indicate intensive
multi-period occupation centred on the Iron Age, but with probable earlier and
later activity. The metal-detector survey recovered a collection of finds, which
include Roman coins and a brooch and an Anglo-Saxon sceatta (Fig. 12).
The local underlying geology consists of Cretaceous Lower Chalk series Zig Zag
Chalk formations overlain by well drained calcareous clayey and fine silty soils
of the Blewbury (511d) association (Soil Survey of England and Wales 1983;
British Geological Survey 1998). The surveys were conducted over the
autumn and winter months and the weather conditions were a mix of cold and
bright days coupled with damp and unsettled days.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Monuments and sites
Corhampton Lane Farm and the area to its west, i.e. Corhampton Down are
relatively rich in archaeological remains (Fig. 1). The Bronze Age is represented
by the remains of barrows, with at least 11 examples known from Corhampton
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Down and several lower down the valley, including two from Corhampton Lane
Farm. An important barrow cemetery was identified by aerial photography at
St Clair’s Farm. It is located on a spur lying below higher ground and includes
several large monuments, two of which display internal features (Young 2011,
64-65, fig. 17). Settlement sites and field systems testify to intensive
exploitation of the land by the Iron Age. At St Clair’s Farm an irregularlyshaped banjo enclosure was established at the site of the barrow cemetery
(Young 2011, 85, figs 17, 43), while ‘Corhampton British village’ was also
occupied in later prehistory (Copley 1958). Just to the east of Corhampton
Down, two rectilinear enclosures have been identified in Bottom Copse and
Corhampton Forest (exact locations unknown).
The large site known locally as ‘Corhampton British village’ (Franklin’s Farm) is
possibly a village-type settlement, similar to the site on Chalton Down (Cunliffe
1977). Partial excavation took place revealing that its origins lie in the Iron
Age, perhaps as early as the Bronze Age. It is made up of a rectangular and
sub-rectangular enclosure and is associated with an extensive field system. At
St Clair’s Farm, a sub-rectangular enclosure may also have been constructed in
the Roman period. Finally, a geophysical survey at Corhampton Lane Farm,
close to Winters Down and known locally as Littleton, produced a plan of a
rectangular settlement with internal features and a trackway, probably a
Romano-British farmstead (Page & Raven 2013).
Previous metal-detected finds
The Site has been metal-detected on numerous occasions by Mike Gaines and
the finds are in the possession of the landowners and have also been recorded
on the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) (Appendix 2). Notable discoveries
include a tip of a bronze spearhead of Bronze Age date, a Nauheim derivative
Iron Age brooch plus a gold-plated quarter stater of Verica. The majority of the
finds are Roman (n=49) and include brooches, such as enamelled plate and disc
brooches and a Hold Hill type, plus a military horse pendant. Not surprisingly
most (n=35) are coins and although the chronological profile extends
throughout the Roman period, the majority are 4th century (Fig. 4). Coinage
and other finds from the 1st-2nd centuries, for example a Polden and knee
brooch, indicate activity at the site shortly after the conquest, perhaps even
marking continuity from the Iron Age.
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METHOD
Magnetometer survey
Front Pasture. Data was recorded over a series of 42 grid squares, laid out with
ranging poles and tapes and conducted using a Geoscan FM36 fluxgate
gradiometer. Readings were recorded on the 0.1 nanotesla (nT) resolution
setting at 0.25m intervals along successive parallel traverses spaced 1.0m
apart. The magnetometer data is presented in Figure 5 in relation to the
Ordnance Survey. Minimal processing was applied that included the
suppression of any effects due to directional sensitivity and instrumental drift
(by the setting of each traverse to a zero mean) and truncation of extreme
values outside the range of ±100nT/m.
Paddock. Data was recorded over three grids and followed the same
methodology as described for Front Pasture.
The Extension. Data was recorded over nine grids and followed the same
methodology as described for Front Pasture.
Figures 7 and 9 show traceplots and additional greyscale images.
Resistivity survey
Resistivity data was recorded over a series of 36 grids using a Geoscan RM15
resistance meter and a PA5 electrode frame in the 0.5m twin electrode
configuration. Readings were collected at 1.0 m intervals along traverses
spaced 1.0m apart. The resistance data is presented as a linear greyscale image
superimposed over OS mapping (Fig. 6). Minimal processing was applied that
included the application of despike (X and Y radius set to a 1m radius
threshold) to remove extreme readings caused by poor probe contact (Scollar
et al. 1990, 492). The data was also interpolated and a high-pass filter applied.
Paddock. Data was recorded over three grids and followed the same
methodology as described for Front Pasture.
The Extension. Data was recorded over nine grids and followed the same
methodology as described for Front Pasture.
Figures 8 and 10 show traceplots and additional greyscale images.
RESULTS
Magnetometer survey
The magnetic response was variable. In some places the clarity was good
demonstrating a clear difference in magnetic susceptibility between the
anomalies and the surrounding chalk, while over other parts of the grid it was
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weak - similar to other sites surveyed on Lower Chalk geology (Corney et al.
1994; Martin 2008).
Several near-surface ferrous responses are randomly distributed throughout
the survey area and are of probable recent origin.
The following main anomalies were detected by magnetometry.
Front Pasture (Fig. 7)
M1. East-west aligned rectilinear enclosure (1).
M2. East-west aligned ditch, lying adjacent to the southern ditch of Enclosure
1. It may have marked a trackway running along the enclosure or is part of a
double ditch defining that side of the enclosure.
M3. A pair of ditches entering the site from the west and curving in a northerly
direction. They probably define a trackway that enters Enclosure 1 at its southwest corner.
M4. A large sub-circular enclosure (2) with an entrance (causeway) to the
north-east (M4A & M4B). The enclosure ditch bends back on itself to create
terminals that form the entrance. On the northern side the outer ditch closely
follows the course of the inner one; it then turns southwards extending in a
straight line for approximately 60m before making a right angle and rejoining
the inner ditch. The other side of the enclosure is larger but its eastern edge is
weakly defined. A rectangular anomaly (M5) is appended to the end of the
ditch. A curving anomaly extends from its west corner to create an entrance
into this arm of the enclosure.
M6. Circular ring ditch.
M7. Clusters of pits, restricted to the edge of the enclosure.
M8. Corner of a rectangular enclosure.
M9. Pair of faint small (partial) square/rectangular features. NB: there are faint
traces of similar examples in the area.
M10. Part of a curving ?enclosure ditch.
M11. Group of negative rectilinear anomalies.
The Paddock (Fig. 9)
M12. Linear feature (ditch).
M13. Site of modern bonfire.
The Extension (Fig. 9)
M14. Faint, partial curvilinear anomaly.
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M15. Various scattered localised pit-type responses, some of which may be of
archaeological significance.
Resistivity survey (Fig. 8)
Front Pasture (Fig. 8)
Both high and low resistance anomalies were detected. The former are likely
to be wall foundations or areas of rubble, while the latter are probable ditches.
The following main anomalies were detected by resistivity.
R1. A group of equally-spaced south-west to north-east aligned anomalies
running across the area. Modern agricultural disturbance.
R2. Enclosure (1, same as M1). At the western end is a north-south feature
(R3) which may mark a partition at this end of the enclosure. R4 is a gap or
possible entrance in the southern ditch.
R5. Ditch (same as M2).
R6. Trackway (same as M3).
R7 – R10. Enclosure 2 (same as M4). R7-8, northern edge of Enclosure 2;
R9-10 sections of its other terminal.
R11. North-west to south-east aligned, partly curved high-resistance feature
with low resistance anomalies in its centre. It may terminate at Enclosure 1.
R12. Two linear features that may form the corner of an enclosure.
R13. High-resistivity area probably caused by flints, as seen on surface.
R14. Higher resistance feature, appears to be a rectangular enclosure.
R15. Another, but weaker, rectangular high resistance feature.
R16. Part of a high resistance linear feature.
The Paddock (Fig. 10)
R17. High resistance linear feature.
R18. Site of modern bonfire.
R19. Low resistance linear feature.
R20. Weak circular feature.
The Extension (Fig. 10)
R21. North-south linear anomaly. Low resistance, regular in shape suggestive of
a carefully cut ditch or pipe trench, but as there is no strong ferrous response in
the magnetometry the former is more likely.
R22. A broad east-west anomaly which appears to terminate close to the east
edge of the grid.
R23. A slightly curved, high to low resistance ditch-like anomaly.
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R24. Various scattered low resistance responses that may represent pits or
could be natural features in the chalk such as tree-throws or pockets of clay.

METAL-DETECTING
Metal-detecting took place throughout Front Pasture and the Extension
(Appendix 1, Fig. 12). A quick scan of each area was performed, followed by a
more intensive search of a relatively productive area in the central southern
part of Front Pasture. Incidentally, this area also produced surface finds of
(unidentified) pottery and ceramic building material. Most of the finds are of
modern or of unknown date but the area more intensively search yielded a
small group of Roman finds, which included several coins and a 2nd century
plate brooch. A significant find from the southern half of the field was a Series
D, type 2c Anglo-Saxon sceatta, a possible Frisian import or English copy, dated
695-740 AD. Each find was given a unique number and individually bagged.

INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
The geophysical survey carried out across the three sites has identified a
relatively large number of anomalies, most of which can be associated with
archaeological activity. Overall the two techniques were broadly in agreement,
strengthening the interpretation of the anomalies as archaeological in nature,
but they were also complementary and resistivity identified several anomalies
not detected by magnetometry. Modern activity on the site is evidenced from
magnetic disturbance caused by debris from ferrous objects and through
resistivity by a series of parallel linear anomalies that resulted from the ground
being repeatedly compressed by heavy agricultural machinery.
The earliest probable evidence is the ring ditch (M6) located close to the
western edge of the site, which in all likelihood is a Bronze Age round barrow.
With a diameter of approximately 15m it is towards the smaller end of the
scale: 15-25m is typical (Young 2011, 64). It is sited on the 105m contour, a
location that fits with the evidence from elsewhere in the Meon Valley, for
example at Brockbridge where the monuments are found on the lower slopes
of the valley at heights that range from 120-70m (ibid., 63).
The Site’s main features are enclosures. There is at least one definite enclosure
(M4, R7-10) and a number of probable ones (M1/R2, M8, M9, M10, R14, R15
and R16), plus a possible candidate revealed by magnetometry in the Extension
(M14). Most of the evidence for the probable examples appear to relate to
simple rectangular features. The evidence at the north end of the field
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(M1/R2) represents a more complete but complex rectilinear enclosure.
Although the full extent of Enclosure 1 has not been surveyed, it measures at
least 120 x 45m (0.54 ha) with a probable entrance along its south-eastern
edge (R4). The northern ditch is less clearly defined, but it is apparently more
substantial than its counterpart to the south. It appears that the southern
ditch continued into the paddock where it terminates close to the site’s
western edge. However, R17 is a high resistance anomaly and is unlikely to be a
ditch unless it is backfilled with rubble; it is possibly the remains of an old track
or pathway.
A short distance outside the southern ditch of Enclosure 1, and on the same
alignment, is another ditch (M2/R5); it is either evidence for an extension of
the enclosure or it was defining a trackway running alongside the enclosure’s
edge. A trackway (M3/R6) enters the site from the west and curves in a
northerly direction meeting Enclosure 1 at its south-west corner.
However, the trackway does not approach an entrance, rather the enclosure
appears to be superimposed over it suggesting that they are of different dates.
Enclosure 1 can be termed a ‘simple enclosure of rectilinear form’ (Young 1984,
27). A number of rectilinear enclosures of between 0.7 – 0.4 ha were identified
on aerial photographs as part of the Danebury surveys. At Finkley Farm Down
(B) the work identified a trackway running along the southern edge of the
enclosure and an entrance at its south-west corner (Palmer 1984, 33).
Enclosure 2 (M4/R7-10) can be termed a ‘banjo enclosure’, although it is not an
example of a ‘classic’ banjo, i.e. a single ditch forming a circular enclosure, with
a double-ditched narrow funnel-shaped entrance that usually faces east or
south-east. See for example, Preshaw House (Exton) and Woodham Farm
(King’s Worthy) (Perry 1972, fig. 27). The shape of these entrances suggested
that banjo enclosures were closely associated with stock control, i.e. they
functioned as a corral. As more examples were excavated it became clear that
at least some contained settlements. For example, at Micheldever Wood
people were buried within the enclosure and there was evidence for animal
husbandry and the storage of crops. At Bramdean similar functions were also
present (Fasham 1987, 63). The entranceway of Enclosure 2 (M4A-B) is not the
usual type; the ditches do not extend outward to form a funnel-shaped
entrance. Enclosure 2 can be viewed as a variation on the typical form, i.e.
where the entrance ditches extend outward, sometimes over some distance to
join other enclosures or trackways rather than forming a funnel, see the
examples from Gussage St Michael (Dorset) (McOmish 2011, fig. 1). However,
the Corhampton example is unusual because the ditches loop back on
themselves to create terminals, which flank each side of a causeway, before
following the line of the inner ditch – this is especially true on the north side of
the enclosure. On the opposite side, a wider terminal is created which then
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ends in a rectangular feature. In contrast to other examples the ditches do not
extend away from the banjo to form compounds or additional enclosures (ibid.)
Currently, no known parallel for Enclosure 2 is known to the author, but it is
worth pointing out that the nearest banjo to Corhampton, approximately
2.5km to the west at St Clair’s Farm (Corhampton Down), is also a large and
rather irregularly shaped example (Young 2011, 86, fig. 43). At Front Pasture
the ditches would have been associated with earthworks, banks formed from
the spoil excavated from the ditches, which are usually external, although the
opposite is known (McOmish 2011, 3). It is possible that the banks were
crowned with a timber palisade, while the entrance would probably have been
gated.
The geophysical survey of Front Pasture has not provided enough evidence to
identify the purpose and function of the banjo, although it is significant that a
group of pit-like anomalies (M7) were arrayed around the perimeter of the
enclosure in a similar manner to Micheldever Wood and Bramdean (Fasham
1987, 63). Also significant is the entrance - as already mentioned the ditches
form a pair of terminals and it can be argued that this was intended to create
an impressive entranceway. The defining and universal feature of a banjo is the
elongated entrance (McOmish 2011, 2-3), but at Front Pasture the construction
of such a detail does not seem to have been a concern. The absence of a long
entrance suggests that the enclosure was not closely related with the
management of livestock. Rather the emphasis was more on separating the site
from the surrounding features, indicating that it was a settlement.
The Site had previously produced a relatively large assemblage of Roman finds
(Appendix 2), but the geophysics failed to discover any definitive evidence for
activity during the 1st – 4th centuries AD. Both geophysical techniques did
identify parts of square and rectangular enclosures in the southern half of the
site (M8-9 & R14-16), which on their morphology alone could be Roman. As
noted the southern edge of the banjo enclosure terminates in a rectangular
feature (M5), which again looks more Roman than prehistoric. Superimposed
over the southern ditch of the banjo are a number of weak and indistinct
negative rectilinear magnetic anomalies (M11) that could indicate walls (Andy
Payne, pers. comm.). It was in this area that a group of Roman artefacts were
recovered by the detectorists, plus surface finds included (unidentified) pottery
and ceramic building material. In addition, an area of high-resistance (R13),
adjacent to (R14), was caused by a concentration of flints; some can be seen on
the surface, and it is possible that these originally came from a masonry
structure, perhaps walling associated with (R14, a high-resistance linear
feature). An intriguing, slightly curved and narrow, high-resistance feature
(R11) aligned south-east to north-west extends over an area of approximately
100m and comprises several discrete internal features. It is impossible to gauge
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its function, but it appears to be superimposed over the southern arm of
Enclosure 2 and may post-date the Iron Age. In the Extension a north-south
(R21) low resistance linear anomaly is indicative of a carefully cut ditch. The
lack of a magnetic response suggests stone or flint foundations and this may
also be associated with Roman activity.
The Anglo-Saxon sceatta was an important find, which along with a 10thcentury harness piece and an undated Saxon pin indicates that the Site
attracted attention in the mid to late Saxon period.
The Site is situated in the head of a small valley: a natural bowl created by the
higher ground of the valley sides that encircle it on the north, south and west
(Fig. 11). Into this bowl projects a spur of higher ground on the edge of which is
located the Site (105m contour); it then slopes eastwards forming the mouth of
a small valley. The Site is effectively the centrepiece of this bowl and would
have been visible from the higher ground that surrounds it. This valley is now
dry but at some point in the past it would have been a tributary of the Meon
(some 1.2km to the east). The Site’s location, with the entrance facing down
the valley, would also have been deliberate placing it in the line of sight of
those approaching the site from the valley bottom; by implication this can
explain why there was a concern with creating an entryway that can be
described as monumental.
On all but the east side of the Site aerial photography has revealed cropmarks;
there are especially large and complex concentrations to the north-east and
south (Fig. 11). The cropmarks are indicative of a range of archaeological
features, but the majority are linear in form and are evidence for field
boundaries, demonstrating that the top of the valley and surrounding land was
being managed and cultivated. On the north and west of the Site several
separate linear cropmarks appear to form a boundary with a gap to the west. It
is suggested that these are the remains of a substantial ditch and entrance that
would have both defined the boundaries of the site and provided it with
security. The western arm of the cropmark turns eastwards before apparently
ending at a private property; however this might be more illusory than real and
is a result of modern development obscuring the feature. The survey of the
Paddock identified a probable ditch (R19), orientated east-west, that may just
be evidence for this putative boundary. It is possible that the site was
delineated on three sides, while to the east the narrowing of the valley sides
could have helped control access to the site. The survey of the Extension
targeted an area believed to be over ditch and entrance, but the results are
ambiguous. A slightly curved, high to low resistance, anomaly (R23) was found
and there is a slight chance that this relates to the cropmark but it is more
similar to some of the field boundaries noted in the area.
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When the enclosure was first mapped by aerial photography, the absence of
features over a wider area resulted in the site being classified as a simple
discrete enclosure (no. 172255; Young 2011, fig. 41). Geophysical survey has
discovered a more complex situation: other enclosures and associated features
are present and it necessary to reclassify the site as a ditched enclosure
complex of the superimposed type, i.e. where later features appear to
disregard existing ones probably indicating a break in the continuity and/or
function of the site (Young 2011, 88).
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APPENDIX 1: METAL-DETECTED FINDS
Corhampton Lane Farm (CLF16)

Find #

description

1

Copper alloy 2nd century plate enamelled brooch

2

Large Roman coin ?Dupondus

3

Roman coin, 3rd C barbarous radiate

4

Roman coin, 3rd C barbarous radiate?

5

Roman coin

6

Large Roman coin

7

Saxon sceat, Series D, type 2c, Frisian import or English copy, 695-740 AD.

8

Copper alloy medieval buckle

9

Copper alloy 17th C token

10

Copper alloy buckle/strap end (decorated)

11

Charles I ‘nose’ farthing

12

Half penny/token (1794) of philanthropist John Howard (Portsmouth)

13

Copper alloy decorative mount

14

Copper alloy fitting with possible bezal

15

Copper alloy fragment of crotal bell

16

Copper alloy fragment of remainder loop

17

Small mushroom-shaped lead object

18

Copper alloy hinged? object

19

Possible hinge fragment, lead

20

Copper alloy, decorative mount/fitting

21

Copper alloy clasp

22

Copper alloy buckle fragment
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23

Copper alloy ring

24

Copper alloy perforated disc

25

Copper alloy strip, fragment

26

Copper alloy, riveted binding, rim?

27

Copper alloy strip, fragment, slightly curved with traces of tinning

28

Copper alloy sheet, fragment

29

Pewter? rim fragment

30

Pewter? rim fragment

31

Pewter? rim fragment

32

Pewter? bowl fragment

33

Zinc? bar

34

Lead object

35

Lead disc

36

Lead fragment, ?moulded

37

Lead object, ?copper alloy core

38

Copper alloy, smelted clinker (x2)?

39

Lead object
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APPENDIX 2: METAL-DETECTED PRE-SURVEYS
Find
bead
bead
boss/mount
brooch
brooch

date
50
50
0-100
100-0
100-0

century
1
1
1
1 BC
1 BC

brooch
brooch
brooch
brooch
brooch
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin
coin

0-100
0-100
100
0-100
100-200
300-400
69-79
200-300
0-100
?
100-200
350
117
69
0-100
0-100
300-400
316
?
117
81
300-400
0-100
286
313
320
?
300-400
250
98
154
347
98
332
10 BC

1
1
2
1
2
4
1
3
1
?
2
4
2
1
1
2
4
4
?
2
1
4
1
3
4
4
?
4
3
1
2
4
1
4
1 BC

coin
coin
coin

200-300
318
275

3
4
3
18

details
bronze
bronze
La-Tene III, Nauheim derivative
La-Tene III, Nauheim derivative,
fragment
Hod Hill
Polden
knee
disc
plate brooch
Vespasian

Constans
Hadrian
Vespasian, AE denarius
Claudius
Faustina
Barbarous radiate
Constantine
Hadrian, AE denarius
Domitian, sestertius
Barbarous radiate
Vitellius, AE denarius
Caravsius
Constantine
Constantine
Pierced, reused early Saxon?
Dupondius
Trajan, dupondius
Antoninus Pius
Constans, numus
Trajan
Constantine
Verica, stater (quarter, gold
plated)
Salonina
Constantine
Tetricus

coin
coin
coin
coin
domed mount
Harness fitting
lead stylus
military horse pendant
mount, segmented
pin
pottery
spearhead
strap end
stud
tool

680-720
200-300
0-400
0-400
0-100
900-1000
900-1000
0-100
0-100
700-800
0-100
1500 BC
400-500
0-400
0-400

7th-8th
3
?
?
1
10
10
1
1
8
1
15 BC
5
?
?
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sceatta, Frisian
Barbarous radiate

dress pin, fragment
samian sherd
tip, bronze
Quoit brooch style
decorated
cosmetic implement

Bronze Age barrow
Banjo enclosure
Fig. 1 Location of the Site and distribution of known sites

Romano-British enclosure
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Fig. 2 Faint crop marks, photographed in 2005 (Google Earth)

Fig. 3 Soil mark showing the banjo enclosure, photographed in the 1970’s
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Coins (%)

14
23

31

14

17

1st C (8)

2nd C (5)

3rd C (6)

Fig. 4 Chronological profile of the coins
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4th C (11)

Unknown (5)

180m

Fig. 5 The Site. Linear greyscale images of the minimally processed magnetometry data
superimposed over base OS mapping (1:2500)
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180m

Fig. 6. The Site. Linear greyscale images of the minimally processed resistivity data superimposed
over base OS mapping (1:2500)
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M4B

M10
M5

M4A
M4

M1

M8

M2

M11
M7

M3

M6

Fig. 7 Front Pasture. Traceplots and greyscale images of the
magnetometry data
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M9

R11
R16

R9

R4

R10

R1
R5
R2

R11
R12

R13
R14

R8
R3

R7
R6

R15
R1

Fig. 8 Front Pasture. Traceplots and greyscale images of the resistivity data
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M12
M13

M14

M15

Fig. 9 The Paddock and the Extension. Traceplots and greyscale images of the
magnetometry data
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R19

R20

R17
R18

R23

R21

R22

R24

Fig. 10 The Paddock and the Extension. Traceplots and greyscale images of the
resistivity data
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Banjo enclosure

Fig. 11 The site and surrounding cropmarks
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1

4

2

2

3

3

6
5

6
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7

7

8

10

11
12

Fig. 12 Metal-detected finds (number refers to artefacts in Appendix 1)
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